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The orientation and conformation of phospholipid monolayers and the structure of water associated with
these monolayers adsorbed at the vapor/water interface have been investigated using vibrational sum-frequency
spectroscopy. The phospholipids studied are saturated diacyl phosphatidylcholines, phosphatidylethanolamines,
phosphatidylglycerols, and phosphatidylserines with chain lengths of 14, 16, and 18 carbons. Spectra have
been acquired under different polarization schemes for monolayers at the vapor/D2O interface to examine
chain ordering and at the vapor/H2O interface to examine water structure. Comparisons are made between
the monolayers based on chain length and headgroup differences. These studies show significant differences
between the aqueous environments associated with the zwitterionic lipids and the charged lipids.

Introduction
Biomembranes are assembled from a diverse group of
molecules including lipids, sterols, and proteins, and each
subgroup is quite diverse in itself. Among the many types of
lipids residing in biomembranes, phospholipids constitute the
major component of most cell membranes and play an important
role in the functioning of the membrane. At physiologically
relevant neutral pH, some phospholipids such as phosphatidylcholine and phosphatidylethanolamine carry no net charge but
are zwitterionic, whereas others such as phosphatidylglycerol
and phosphatidylserine carry a net negative charge. The
molecules in a biomembrane assemble into a bilayer structure
with a nonsymmetric distribution of charge, i.e., one lipid layer
of the bilayer or the other tends to contain the majority of the
charged species.1 In other cases, the charged lipids may form
domains.2,3
The highly complex and inhomogeneous composition of
natural membranes necessitates the study of simpler, although
still quite complex, model membranes. Phospholipid monolayers
provide simplified model systems of biomembranes,4 and given
the physiological importance of the phospholipids themselves,
phospholipid monolayers have been the subject of intense
scientific inquiry for over 30 years.5-7 The most widely studied
phospholipids are the phosphatidylcholines8,9 due to their
widespread inclusion in cell membranes as a structural component. The study of phospholipid monolayers is also relevant
to understanding the behavior of lung surfactant, of which
dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine is the major component.10 The
phosphocholines, however, coexist with other phospholipids in
real biological systems. Each has its effect on the properties of
the membrane, yet none are so radically different that the
membrane falls apart. Examination of acyl chain ordering can
be used to elucidate these differences since chain-chain
interactions determine the fluidity of membranes.
Natural biological membranes are designed to enclose aqueous solution and are usually found in an aqueous environment.
The interaction between the water molecules and the membrane
* Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.

affects the structure of both the membrane and of the water
associated with the membrane.11 An understanding of the water
structure in individual phospholipid monolayers can be utilized
to determine the effects of headgroup composition on membrane
structure.
In this paper, we employ an interfacially specific nonlinear
vibrational spectroscopy to examine the orientation and conformation of phospholipid molecules in monolayers and the
hydrogen-bonding network of water molecules associated with
the monolayer at the vapor/monolayer/water interface. The
ordering of the acyl chains as a function of chain length and
headgroup identity in various phospholipid monolayers at the
vapor/water interface is investigated as well as the effect of the
different phospholipid headgroups on the structure of the water
molecules at this interface. The phospholipids employed in this
studyaresaturateddiacylphosphatidylcholines,phosphatidylethanolamines, phosphatidylglycerols, and phosphatidylserines with
chain lengths of 14, 16, and 18 carbons (see Figure 1).
Background
Sum Frequency and Analysis. VSFS was first treated
theoretically by Bloembergen and Pershan in 196212 and was
first demonstrated experimentally by the Shen laboratory in
1987.13,14 It is a second-order nonlinear optical technique that
provides vibrational spectra of molecules present at the interface
between two centrosymmetric media. In the experiment, a laser
beam with a fixed visible frequency and a tunable infrared beam
are overlapped spatially and temporally at the interface. These
beams induce a nonlinear polarization in the media that generates
a coherent beam at the sum of the two incident frequencies.12,15-19
The sum-frequency intensity depends on the square of the
second-order polarization and, in turn, the square of the
nonlinear susceptibility and the incident electric fields:

Ι(ωsfg) ∝ |P(2)|2 ∝ |χ(2): EvisEIR|2

(1)

where χ(2) is the macroscopic second-order susceptibility of the
medium. The sum-frequency conversion efficiency is enhanced
when the infrared beam is on resonance with a molecular
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vibration. The resonant contributions to the nonlinear susceptibility are separable from the nonresonant contribution:

χ(2) ) χ(2)
NR +

∑V χ(2)R (V)

(2)

where the sum is over all vibrational modes of all molecular
species in the medium. In general, the nonresonant response is
small for liquid surfaces;15 however, it is not negligible at the
vapor/water interface.20 The resonant sum-frequency response
is a sum of resonant peaks that can be described by the second
term in the following equation for the total second-order
susceptibility:

χ

(2)

)

χ(2)
NR

e +
iφ
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∞

IR

- ωL + iΓL

2

dωL

(3)

This form of the resonant response for a vibration was first used
by Bain16 and convolves the homogeneous line width of the
transition (HWHM, ΓL) with inhomogeneous broadening
(FWHM, x2ln2 ΓV) from the multitude of molecular environments present in the condensed phase. AV, a complex quantity,
is proportional to the product of the number of molecules probed
and their orientationally averaged IR and Raman transition
probabilities. It can be thought of as the sum-frequency transition
strength.
Experimental
Laser System. The laser system used in these studies has
been thoroughly described previously21,22 so only a brief
summary will be given here. The amplified output of a
Ti:Sapphire system produces 2 ps pulses of 800 nm light at a
1 kHz repetition rate. Approximately 200 µJ of energy is
directed to the interface as the visible pulse, and the remainder
is utilized in an OPG stage and two OPA stages to produce
4-13 µJ of tunable IR from 2700 to 4000 cm-1. The beams
are combined at the interface in a co-propagating geometry with
the visible beam striking the interface at 56° from the surface
normal and the IR beam at 67° to the surface normal. The
reflected sum-frequency beam is collected with a thermoelectrically cooled CCD camera with data recorded by tuning the
IR in 0.0025 µm steps and taking a timed exposure at each
step. Spectra were acquired under ssp and sps polarization
schemes (SF, Vis, IR) where p-polarized light is polarized in
the plane of incidence and s-polarized light is polarized normal
to the plane of incidence.
Interaction between the tunable IR beam and water vapor in
the air results in considerable temporal lengthening of the 2 ps
pulses between 3600 and 3800 cm-1. To correct for this
temporal dephasing and the frequency dependence of the IR
energy, each SF spectrum has been divided by the nonresonant
sum-frequency response from gold which would have a constant
intensity in the absence of water vapor and variations in the IR
energy as a function of wavelength. Simultaneously, any
wavelength-dependent effects introduced into the sum-frequency
signal by the collection optics are corrected.
Sample Preparation. Lipids were purchased as lyophilized
powders from Avanti Polar Lipids, chloroform (99+% A.C.S.
HPLC grade) from Aldrich, anhydrous methyl alcohol from
Mallinckrodt, D2O (d99.9%) from Cambridge Isotopes. Each
was used as received. Sodium phosphate monobasic and sodium
phosphate dibasic were purchased from Mallinckrodt and dried
before use in preparing buffers. Stock spreading solutions of
each lipid were prepared by dissolving a few milligrams of lipid

Figure 1. Phospholipid structures from top to bottom, respectively:
phosphatidylcholine (PC), phosphatidylethanolamine (PE), phosphatidylglycerol (PG), and phosphatidylserine (PS). Chain lengths are
denoted by the prefixes: DM for dimyristoyl (C14), DP for dipalmitoyl
(C16), and DS for distearoyl (C18).

in chloroform:methanol (24:1 by volume) so that ∼50 µL of
solution was sufficient to prepare a complete monolayer on 10
mM phosphate buffered D2O or Nanopure water (17.8 MΩ
resistivity). Spectroscopic samples were prepared in custom glass
dishes ∼3.7 cm in diameter by pipetting 9 mL of the appropriate
aqueous solution into the dish followed by spreading the lipid
using a 50 µL syringe. All glassware that came in contact with
any solution was cleaned in NoChromix Reagent and rinsed
with copious amounts of Nanopure water. The syringe was
rinsed several times with spreading solvent before and after
spreading a monolayer to prevent cross contamination between
stock solutions. Stock solutions were used for a maximum of 2
days and were stored in a refrigerator between uses.
Results and Discussion
Chain Order. Previous work in this laboratory examining
compact phosphatidylcholine monolayers at the CCl4/D2O
interface showed that there is a transition from disordered acyl
chains to well-ordered acyl chains when chain length increases
from 16 carbons (or fewer) to 18 carbons or more.23 Phospholipids with acyl chains of these lengths are the most common
in cell membranes and likely affect the fluidity/rigidity of the
membrane.
Figures 2a-d show VSFS spectra of monolayers of phosphatidylcholine, phosphatidylethanolamine, phosphatidylglycerol, and phosphatidylserine, respectively, at the vapor/D2O
interface on pH 7.0 buffer (10 mM phosphate). D2O is used in
place of H2O to allow collection of the C-H stretching spectrum
of the phospholipids with minimal interference from water
stretching modes. Three spectra are presented for each headgroup, corresponding to saturated diacyl chains of 14, 16, and
18 carbons. The spectra cover the C-H stretching region under
ssp polarization. The IR and Raman spectral features of alkyl
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TABLE 2: Ratio of the Square Root of the Methyl
Symmetric Stretch Intensity to the Square Root of the
Methylene Symmetric Stretch Intensity from the ssp Spectra
for Each Phospholipid Monolayer

Figure 2. Sum-frequency spectra of phospholipid monolayers in the
C-H stretching region at the vapor/D2O interface (10 mM phosphate
buffer pD 7.0) acquired under ssp polarization. (a) Phosphatidylcholines
(b) phosphatidylethanolamines, (c) phosphatidylglycerols, (d) phosphatidylserines.

TABLE 1: Vibrational Assignments for VSFS Peaks in the
C-H Stretching Region (2800-3000 cm-1) from Spectral
Fits to ssp and sps Data at the Vapor/D2O Interface
(Uncertainties are within 5 cm-1)
lipid

CH2SS

CH3SS

CH2FR

CH3FR

CH3AS

DMPC
DPPC
DSPC
DMPE
DPPE
DSPE
DMPG
DPPG
DSPG
DMPS
DPPS
DSPS

2855
2854
2854
2855
2855
2855
2851
2847
2847
2852
2851
2851

2883
2883
2883
2883
2883
2883
2879
2879
2879
2879
2877
2877

2897
2897
2897
2897
2897
2897
2900
2893
2893
2898
2897
2896

2946
2946
2946
2944
2944
2944
2940
2940
2940
2934
2938
2938

2962
2959
2959
2958
2958
2958
2958
2957
2957
2958
2957
2957

chains in the C-H stretching region of these phospholipids have
been previously assigned.24-26 Similar assignments have been
made for the acyl chains of phospholipids in previous VSF
studies.27,28 The same general assignments are used here with
peak positions determined for these studies from fits to the data
employing eq 3.
The spectra from each of the monolayers exhibit similar peak
positions for all headgroups and chain lengths. The spectra also
exhibit similar intensities for each chain length regardless of
headgroup identity except for DMPE. The assignments for each
monolayer as determined from the fits are given in Table 1 and
have uncertainties of one or two wavenumbers. The peak at
∼2850 cm-1 is assigned to the methylene symmetric stretch
(CH2SS), the peak at ∼2880 cm-1 to the methyl symmetric
stretch (CH3SS), and the broad peak at ∼2897 cm-1 to the
methylene Fermi resonance (CH2FR). The peak at ∼2940 cm-1
is assigned to the methyl Fermi resonance (CH3FR) with the
possibility of some contribution from methylene asymmetric
stretch (CH2AS). Both the CH3FR and CH2AS have been
assigned to peaks in this region in previous VSF studies.16,27-31
When applying the fitting routine to the ssp data, several
parameters were constrained. Since it is not possible to separate

lipid

ratio

lipid

ratio

DMPC
DPPC
DSPC
DMPE
DPPE
DSPE

2.5 ( 0.5
4.7 ( 1.1
7.9 ( 1.3
4.9 ( 1.2
6.4 ( 1.3
5.3 ( 1.2

DMPG
DPPG
DSPG
DMPS
DPPS
DSPS

0.5 ( 0.2
4.5 ( 1.1
4.4 ( 1.1
1.1 ( 0.3
5.5 ( 1.2
5.0 ( 1.2

the natural line widths of the transitions ΓL from the inhomogeneous broadening ΓV in these experiments, ΓL was set at 2
cm-1 and only ΓV was allowed to vary.29 The methylene modes,
CH2SS and CH2FR, are in phase due to symmetry considerations
and are given the relative phase of zero. In addition, the relative
phase difference between the CH3SS and the CH3AS is π due
to symmetry,32,33 and the CH3FR is in phase with the methyl
symmetric stretch, also due to symmetry. A nonresonant
contribution to the susceptibility is included in the fits to account
for intensity above 3000 cm-1. The nonresonant contribution
is independent of wavelength and enters the fit having a constant
amplitude and phase. The spectra were fit as a consistent set
using the same vibrational peaks and relative phases in every
fit.
A useful parameter for examining the relative ordering of
alkyl chains in linear spectroscopy is the ratio of the integrated
methyl symmetric stretch intensity to the integrated methylene
symmetric stretch intensity.24 In VSFS a ratio of the square root
of the integrated areas of these two peaks is employed since
these values are proportional to the number of molecules
contributing to the SF intensity. If the incoming IR beam is
p-polarized, the IR transition moment for the methyl symmetric
stretch in an all-trans chain is aligned with the IR electric field
resulting in a large SF signal. However, since there are local
inversion centers at the center of each C-C bond in an alltrans chain, intensity in the methylene symmetric stretch is
forbidden under the dipole approximation. Conversely, under
this same polarization (ssp), highly disordered chains lead to a
more isotropic orientation of the methyl groups (and a reduction
in SF intensity), while the gauche defects in the acyl chains
relax the symmetry constraints resulting in an increase in
methylene symmetric stretch intensity. Thus, for an all-trans
chain, the intensity ratio xCH3SS/xCH2SS approaches infinity
when the methyl symmetric stretch is strong and the methylene
symmetric stretch is absent, while a much smaller ratio is
expected for highly disordered chains as the methylene mode
becomes dominant over the methyl mode. Although the methyl
symmetric stretch intensity is split by Fermi resonance to yield
the intensity in the two peaks at 2880 and 2940 cm-1, we will
include only the one at 2880 cm-1 in the ordering parameter
for the following four reasons. First, the degree of mixing
between the two states should not be dependent on methyl group
orientation based on symmetry considerations. Second, experimentally the splitting between the peaks does not change with
orientation whereas the splitting is very sensitive to the mixing
of the states. Third, the CH3SS and CH3FR intensities track
together as a function of chain length and order. Finally, this is
the parameter that has been utilized in the literature and is
maintained here for consistency.
The intensity ratios are presented in Table 2 for each of the
monolayers studied at the vapor/D2O interface. Recall that the
ordering parameter utilizes the peaks at approximately 2850 and
2880 cm-1 that appear in most of the spectra as a large peak
with a small shoulder on the low energy side. The change in
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Figure 3. Sum-frequency spectra of phospholipid monolayers in the
C-H stretching region at the vapor/D2O interface (10 mM phosphate
buffer pD 7.0) acquired under sps polarization. (a) Phosphatidylcholines,
(b) phosphatidylethanolamines, (c) phosphatidylglycerols, (d) phosphatidylserines.

order for the phosphatidylcholines from 2.5 for DMPC to 7.9
for DSPC mirrors what has been found in a previous study on
cholines at the CCl4/D2O interface: relative disorder for C14
chains and relatively strong order for C18 chains.23 The
ethanolamines are relatively ordered for all three chain lengths
with DMPE exhibiting slightly less order than the others. The
onset of order at shorter chain lengths for the ethanolamines
compared to the cholines is consistent with the smaller headgroup of the ethanolamines that allows the acyl chains to get
closer together, resulting in increased van der Waals interactions.
The chain order parameters indicate that DSPE is less ordered
than DPPE, but the difference in the order parameter can be
attributed to the larger experimental uncertainties in fitting the
smaller CH2SS peak as the chain order increases. The glycerols
and serines show a large degree of disorder for the C14 chains,
with the C16 and C18 chains more ordered and equally ordered.
These two groups of phospholipids have charged headgroups
that would be expected to repel each other, leading to decreased
chain-chain interactions. However, recent molecular dynamics34
and IR35 studies suggest that DPPG headgroups can form
hydrogen bonds with neighboring headgroups, which draws the
headgroups together, facilitating chain interactions. Recent
molecular dynamics studies1 suggest that DPPS headgroups can
hydrogen bond with each other in a fashion similar to ethanolamine headgroups. Overall, the results for all four headgroups
show that chain ordering increases with increasing chain length,
and that the degree of chain order is the same for C16 and C18
chains for all four headgroups.
In the sps spectra of monolayers of phosphatidylcholine,
phosphatidylethanolamine, phosphatidylglycerol, and phosphatidylserine shown in Figures 3a-d, respectively, the CH3AS is
the main feature at ∼2960 cm-1 (Table 1) with a contribution
from CH2AS between 2897 and 2910 cm-1. Included in the fit
of each spectrum are a nonresonant contribution and a tail from
the O-D stretch band, as there is a significant overlap of the
C-H and O-D intensity in sps for charged monolayers. There
is a larger uncertainty in the position of the CH2AS than in the
other peaks in the ssp and sps spectra due to the low intensity
of this mode and the O-D overlap, making this region of the
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sps spectrum difficult to fit. The intensity of the CH3AS as a
function of chain length agrees well with the results for the
CH3SS in the ssp spectra, supporting the conclusion that the
methyl groups orient more strongly along the surface normal
as the acyl chain length is increased. The absence of CH3SS
intensity in the sps spectrum along with the absence of CH3AS
intensity in the ssp spectrum suggests that the methyl groups
are oriented isotropically about the surface normal.
Water Structure. Previous work in this laboratory using
isotopic dilution studies has shown that the hydrogen bonding
interactions at the neat vapor/water interface are liquidlike with
the major contributions to the ssp VSFS spectrum arising from
the stretching of uncoupled donor O-H oscillators and tetrahedrally coordinated molecules in environments more characteristic of bulk liquid water than of bulk ice.20,36 There is a strong
narrow peak at ∼3700 cm-1 from free O-H oscillators with
the corresponding donor O-H oscillators appearing at 3420
cm-1. There are also contributions at 3310 cm-1 and to a lesser
extent at 3200 cm-1 from tetrahedrally coordinated water
molecules with the peak at 3310 cm-1 comparable in intensity
to that at 3420 cm-1. These features along with the C-H stretch
peaks determined from the vapor D2O spectra were used in
fitting the vapor/H2O spectra.
When the same phospholipid monolayers as those described
above are examined at the vapor/H2O interface and the O-H
stretching spectrum is measured, it was found that chain length
had no discernible effect on the water spectrum. Therefore, only
the dimyristoyl lipids (C14) will be explicitly discussed with
the understanding that the discussion also applies to the other
chain lengths as well. Additionally, due to the presence of the
monolayers, the free O-H oscillators are no longer present at
the interface and are consequently not included in the spectral
analysis.
The top of Figure 4 shows ssp spectra for each lipid at the
vapor/H2O interface at pH 7.0 (10 mM phosphate buffer). The
peaks in the C-H region are disproportionately large for DMPE
because the order in this monolayer is much greater than in the
other layers as described above. In addition to changing the
distribution of intensity in the water region relative to the neat
interface, each phospholipid headgroup also enhances the
observed intensity relative to the neat vapor/H2O spectrum. Two
factors contribute to this enhanced intensity: increased alignment of water molecules perpendicular to the interface and an
increase in the sampling depth. In second harmonic studies of
charged interfaces37,38 and VSF studies of charged surfactants
at liquid surfaces,39 enhancement in the water signal has been
attributed to alignment of water molecules by the electric field
at the interface and to a contribution from a third-order nonlinear
susceptibility that arises from the combination of the static field
with the laser fields.
DMPC and DMPE show a smaller enhancement in the water
spectrum relative to DMPG and DMPS. Although DMPC and
DMPE are not charged species, they are zwitterionic, and the
charge separation in the headgroup gives rise to a smaller net
electric field. From the fits, the greatest intensity for these two
phospholipid monolayers is in the 3200 cm-1 region indicating
significant tetrahedral coordination between water molecules
near the interface. We attribute the small but significant
differences between the DMPC and DMPE spectra at 3200 and
3600 cm-1 to the differences in hydrogen bonding between the
headgroup and surrounding water molecules. DMPE can
hydrogen bond with water molecules through the amine and
through the phosphate moieties, whereas the cholines can
hydrogen bond through the phosphate.11 Greater hydrogen
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Figure 4. Sum-frequency spectra of phospholipid monolayers with C14 chains in the C-H and O-H stretching regions at the vapor/H2O interface
(10 mM phosphate buffer pH 7.0) acquired under ssp polarization (top) and sps polarization (bottom).

bonding between the headgroups and the adjacent water
molecules would lead to more disorder in the hydrogen bonding
network of water around the headgroup, resulting in less
intensity from highly coordinated water molecules and more
intensity from less coordinated water molecules, consistent with
the results of the spectral analysis.
DMPG and DMPS each carry a negative charge at this pH,
resulting in an electric field and electric double layer at the
interface. As a result a significant enhancement in the water
signal is observed here that is similar to that observed for other
charged surfactants at vapor/liquid and liquid/liquid surfaces.39,40
The spectra of these two lipid monolayers are very similar in
the water region, indicating that either the water solvating the
headgroups have similar bonding character, or, more likely, that
the VSFS signal is dominated by water in the interfacial region
as defined dimensionally by the depth of the electric double
layer which should be similar for the two monolayers. Similar
to the choline, there is a large contribution from tetrahedrally
coordinated water molecules in the interfacial region. There is
also an increase in intensity from the other peaks associated

with varying degrees of hydrogen bond coordination (3200,
3310, and 3420 cm-1) that have been found at the vapor/water
interface.
The bottom of Figure 4 shows sps spectra from monolayers
containing each of the four headgroups. There is very little
intensity in the neat vapor/H2O spectrum for this polarization.
Each spectrum shows significant intensity above 3400 cm-1,
indicative of water molecules participating in weak hydrogen
bonding interactions similar to those observed in Raman and
IR studies of solvating water molecules in aqueous salt
solutions.41-45 We attribute the intensity in this region to water
molecules participating in hydrogen bonding with the headgroup.
Again, the choline and ethanolamine exhibit similar spectra. We
attribute the small but significant difference in intensity at 3600
cm-1 to differences in hydrogen bonding between the headgroups and water, consistent with the interpretation of the ssp
spectra. The peak for solvating water molecules as determined
from the sps spectra was incorporated into the fits of data from
both polarization combinations in order to get consistent phase
relationships and peak positions for all the spectra, although
water molecules are preferentially aligned to a significant depth
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Figure 5. Sum-frequency spectra under ssp polarization of (a) DMPE monolayers at the vapor/D2O interface with 10 mM phosphate buffer at pH
5.3, 7.0, 9.3, and pH 7.0 with 0.1 M NaCl, (b) DMPS monolayers at the vapor/D2O interface with 10 mM phosphate buffer at pH 5.3, 9.3, and pH
7.0 with 0.1 M NaCl.

along the surface normal due to the electric field, and the inplane orientation of water molecules should become isotropic
much closer to the interface. The negatively charged lipids again
show a significant enhancement in the water signal, but in the
region of weak hydrogen bonding interactions including headgroup solvating water molecules. As above, some of this
intensity may be attributed to the lifting of symmetry constraints
due to third-order processes involving the DC field.
Since proper pH and electrolyte levels are important to
successful biological function, the effects of small changes in
pH and the presence of electrolyte on the water structure of
these monolayer systems was examined. The top of Figure 5
shows ssp spectra of DMPE at pH 5.25, 7.00, and 9.27 and pH
7.00 with 0.1 M NaCl. These spectra and the same ones for
DMPC (not shown) indicate that a pH range covering ∼4 orders
of magnitude in hydrogen ion concentration, does not affect
the water structure and that the salt has little to no effect on the
alignment of water molecules in the presence of the phospholipids. Similarly, pH in the same range does not affect the water
structure associated with the charged monolayers of DMPG (not
shown) and DMPS (Figure 5 bottom). However, the addition

of salt does have a large effect on the intensity in the water
region. The structuring of the water appears to be the same,
but the intensity has dropped. This decrease in intensity is
attributed to the screening of the monolayer charge by the salt
which reduces the penetration of the electric field into the
aqueous phase (reducing the double layer thickness), resulting
in fewer water molecules being probed.
Conclusions
Vibrational sum-frequency spectroscopy was employed to
investigate acyl chain ordering in a series of phospholipid
monolayers at the vapor/water interface and the hydrogen
bonding interactions of the water molecules associated with the
monolayer. Acyl chain ordering increased with increased chain
length for three of the phospholipids studied (diacylphosphatidycholines, diacylphosphatidylglycerols, and diacylphosphatidylserines) and remained constant for the diacylphosphatidylethanolamines. The degree of chain order was consistent for all
four headgroups for chain lengths of 16 and 18 carbons. The
similarities in chain ordering for phospholipids with such
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differing headgroups suggests that the chain ordering of a
phospholipid monolayer or bilayer is dominated by the length
of the acyl chains and that the different headgroups primarily
exert their influence on the water structure at the surface of the
monolayer or bilayer.
The presence of the phospholipid monolayers causes an
increase in orientation and bonding of water molecules in the
interfacial region. This is attributed to the electric fields
established at the interface by the headgroups. These effects
are significant whether the phospholipids are zwitterionic or they
carry a net charge. The spectra that probe changing dipoles
perpendicular to the interface show intensity indicative of
hydrogen bonding between water molecules; however, spectra
that probe changing dipoles in the plane of the interface show
the most intensity at frequencies similar to those observed for
water molecules solvating complex salts (∼3600 cm-1). This
intensity is attributed to water molecules solvating the phospholipid headgroups.
Changes in pH from 5.2 to 9.2 have no effect on the
orientation and hydrogen bonding of water molecules associated
with the monolayer for each lipid headgroup studied. Excess
salt has a large effect on the orientation of water molecules and
the depth to which water molecules associated with the charged
lipids (phosphatidylglycerol and phosphatidylserine) are probed
due to the reduction of the double layer thickness. However, it
has a negligible effect on the orientation and hydrogen bonding
of water molecules associated with the monolayers of the
zwitterionic lipids (phosphatidylcholine and phosphatidylethanolamine) which have a much smaller double layer.
These studies suggest that although phosphatidylcholine is
the most common and most studied phospholipid, the other
phospholipids studied here form monolayers that are as well
ordered as the phosphatidylcholine. Subsequently, the study of
the interactions between the various phospholipids and large
biomolecules, including peptides and proteins, will aid in
elucidating their function in biological membranes.
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